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Question No: 1 
What properly needs to be set in a BOM Configuration file to ignore elements present in the BOM class but 
missing from the XOM? 
A. ignore.MissingXomElement 
B. update.ignoreDifferences 
C. update.ignoreMissingXomElement 
D. update.ignoreMissingBomElement 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 2 
Which statement describes the primary role of a developer in the discovery and analysis phase of a project? 
A. Developers develop rules to produce an initial ruleset and object model. 
B. Developers do not participate in discovery and analysis tasks. 
C. Developers review the rule design document to confirm that terms used in the rules match the execution 
object model. 
D. Developers work with business analysts to identify decision points in the business models and document 
the decision points table. 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 3 
A company wants to implement a business rules solution for warranty claims on their widgets. The customer 
requires that servers should not store any information about the context of clients between calls and must 
have a strict enforcement of objects, rules and constraints. The implementation must support complex 
operations and synchronous calls. Integration with other services must be platform independent. What 
implementation best fits the customers requirements? 
A. Use a local EJB rule session. 
B. Implement an MDB with JSON format. 
C. Use an HTDS SOAP web service and JSON format. 
D. Implement a custom SOAP web service and XML format 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 4 
How would the following rule be classified? 
The total insured value of the vehicle IS DEFINED AS the vehicle base value + Min (the value of vehicle 
accessories, 40% the vehicle base value) 
A. Inference 
B. Guideline 
C. Constraint 
D. Calculation 
Answer: D 
 



Question No: 5 
Which IRL function needs to be manually migrated to ARL? 
A. reset () 
B. getCurrrentTask () 
C. setMainTask(String) 
D. Tasklnstance.getTask () 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 6 
In the process of Decision Center configuration, several different security roles are defined for the Decision 
Center. Which group contains the correct security roles? 
A. user, adminUser, configUser 
B. dcinstalled dcUser, dcAdministrator 
C. rtsUser, rtsAdministrator, rtsConfigManager 
D. resAdministrator, resConfigManager, reslnstaller 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 7 
Why are synchronization connection entries useful? 
A. To keep the connection open to the Decision Center database. 
B. To track the state of the synchronization with Decision Center. 
C. To resolve the conflicts between Rule Designer and Decision Center. 
D. To enable Rule Designer to connect to Decision Center without user sec 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 8 
How can the state of a decision service branch be captured in Decision Center at a specific moment in time? 
A. By creating a new release 
B. By creating a snapshot from Business Console 
C. By creating a sub-branch from Business Console 
D. By creating a baseline from Enterprise Console 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 9 
Which statement is true of a rule project that has multiple BOM entries referenced and some of them have 
the same element name? 
A. There cannot be multiple BOM entries referenced to rule projects. 
B. Rule Designer will show the error of having same element name already exists. 
C. If there are several BOM entries, an element in the first BOM entry in the path overrides any other element 
with the same name in the other BOM entries 
D. If there are several BOM entries with same element name, then the order of runtime appearance has to be 
set or else it will not allow the project to be saved. 
Answer: B 
 



Question No: 10 
Which two elements are both mandatory in the ruleset path? 
A. Version 
B. Ruleset name 
C. Branch level 
D. RuleApp name 
E. Rule Project Name 
Answer: B,D 
 
Question No: 11 
Which rule engine execution mode is designed to optimize a large numbers of objects? 
A. Faslpalh 
B. RetePlus 
C. Sequential 
D. Ciassic Engine 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 12 
An application developer has changed the Java XOM. The developer then tries to update the BOM but no 
differences appear. 
What are two reasons this could happen? (Select two.) 
A. A member in the Java XOM was deleted. 
B. A member in the Java XOM was annotated as ©Deprecated. 
C. Only the content of a method(s) in the Java XOM were changed. 
D. A @NotBusiness annotation was added to a member of the Java XOM. 
E. An additional optional parameter was added to a method{s) in the Java XOM. 
Answer: B,E 
 
Question No: 13 
Which statement is true if a ruleset's XOM is based on an XML schema (.xsd file)? 
A. The RuleApp can only be deployed from Rule Designer. 
B. A managed XOM must be deployed to execute the ruleset. 
C. The XOM can only be deployed by using the Rule Execution Server console. 
D. The XML schema is packaged as a .xom file in the ruleset archive and deployed with the RuleApp. 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 14 
Categories named Vehicle and Customer have been added to a rule project. In the BOM of this rule project, 
a business element Car has been assigned categories Vehicle and Automobile and a business element Client 
has been assigned the category Customer. Which category filters need to be assigned to an action rule so 
that both the Car and Client business element are visible in the rule? Select two. 
A. Any 
B. All 
C. Client 



D. Vehicle and Client 
E. Vehicle and Automobile 
Answer: A,B 
 
Question No: 15 
When creating a new metric for simulation in Decision Center, which two types are valid? (Select two.) 
A. Null 
B. Float 
C. String 
D. Domain 
E. Wildcard 
Answer: A,C 
 
Question No: 16 
When configuring Decision Server Rules on WebSphere Liberty Profile, which archive needs to be deployed 
on the application server in order to enable hosted transparent decision services? 
A. DSService war 
B. HdtsService.war 
C. DecisionRunner.war 
D. DecisionService.war 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 17 
What is the resulting BOM class when the following Java XOM class is imported in the rule project? 




